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1 Executive Summary
This document is related to the activities carried out within Task 1.1 – System specification and subsystems
definition. It specifies the architecture of the ALOHA toolflow and defines functionalities of its different
components and interfaces between them.
Since the overall ALOHA integration methodology is built upon an iterative and continuous approach, the
interactions among different components of the architecture are subject to possible modifications in future
iterations.
All the ALOHA partners have contributed to this deliverable.

1.1 Acronyms and abbreviations
Acronym
CNN
DNN
DL
ONNX
DSE
PI
GA
SDF
KPN
AOW
KPI
API
REST

Meaning
Convolutional Neural Network
Deep Neural Networks
Deep Learning
Open Neural Network Exchange Format
Design Space Exploration
Parsimonious Inference
Genetic Algorithm
Synchronous DataFlow
Kahn Process Network
Architecture Optimization Workbench
Key Perfomance Indicator
Application Programming Interface
Representational State Transfer
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2 General toolflow overview
The ALOHA toolflow aims at assisting software developers in defining an optimal Deep Neural Network
(DNN) able to meet the requirements of a specific application (use-case) and in implementing it on a specific
embedded processing platform.
All partners contributed to and cooperated in defining the requirements for the ALOHA toolflow, starting
with an analysis of how the different work packages should work towards a common unified toolflow within
the project. More specifically, the work of the Consortium was dedicated to the:
a) identification of the components of the ALOHA toolflow and definition of the interaction between them;
b) definition of the input and output parameters for each subsystem;
c) definition of the most effective API description format;
d) selection of an optimal integration methodology.
A 3-level structure of the ALOHA toolflow has been defined, as shown in Figure 1. It reflects the interaction
between the activites of work packages WP2, WP3 and WP4.
The first level of the toolflow guides developers in the creation, training and evaluation of a Deep Learning
(DL) algorithm representing a target use-case. This level includes all the activities performed in WP2. It
selects the optimal algorithm configuration considering the target task, a set of use-case related constraints
(security, performance and power) and the target architecture that will execute the inference task.
The second level includes all the activities performed in WP3. It takes the selected algorithm configuration
and optimizes the implementation of the inference process on the chosen target architecture that will
execute the inference, considering the processing elements and the memory and interconnects structures
available on the platform. The tool defines an «architecture aware» partitioned and mapped application
configuration to be tranferred to WP4.
The third level includes all the activities performed in WP4. It completes the porting of the target inference
application on the target architecture, translating mapping information in adequate calls to computing and
communication primitives exposed by the architecture. This level exploits also the power- and
performance-related knobs exposed by the platform (VFS, power and clock gating etc…).
Figure 1 presents a synthetic graphical description of the toolflow to be integrated within ALOHA,
presenting a short outline of the main duties of single macro-blocks. We have added, as an appendix to this
document, a more detailed overview including main tasks of single components.
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Figure 1: ALOHA - general toolflow overview
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3 ALOHA toolflow components
This section lists the components of the toolflow in each WP and outlines how each component works,
main methods implemented by the utilities and their general working principle.

3.1 WP2 components
WP2 aims at automating the algorithm design process. The main decision-taking tool is the DSE engine, that
drives the optimization process exploring the design space exposed by algorithm configurations. It creates
a Pareto graph populated with design points corresponding to candidate algorithm configurations. To
populate the Pareto graph, the DSE engine requests evaluation of the design points to a set of satellite tools,
shown on the right-hand side of Figure 1, that assess different design points with respect to different metrics
(accuracy, security, power, performance, etc..).
The tool uses design-space pruning techniques to reduce the number of evaluations to be performed,
however exploration can require several iterations. At the end the tool selects the optimal design point, that
is the main output of WP2 and it is propagated to the lower levels of the design flow.
3.1.1 DSE Engine
The ALOHA DSE engine drives the search for the optimal algorithm configuration through the vast design
space, using iterative evaluation of candidate design points. Since performing a full exploration would be
unfeasible due to excessive runtimes, it uses a heuristic algorithm to prune the design-space. Heuristic
algorithms are typically employed when approximate solutions are sufficient and exact solutions are
necessarily computationally expensive. A heuristic search algorithm is designed to search the design space
in a faster and more efficient manner than traditional search methods by sacrificing optimality, accuracy,
precision, or completeness for speed. The DSE engine comprises of two modules internally (see Figure 2) –
a Controller module and the Explorer module. These modules are tightly coupled and communicate to each
other throughout the design space exploration process.
The Controller module reads all the required files from the shared ALOHA storage which includes
constraints, configuration, initial DNN(s) and hardware architecture/specification files. It is also
responsible for converting representational formats, if needed, to communicate effectively with different
satellite tools. Subsequently, upon reading all the required files, it initiates the Explorer module and when
the exploration is finished, it triggers the next phase of the ALOHA workflow for system-level DSE. If no
initial DNN is provided, by default, the Controller will generate a population of design points using random
or minimum topologies.

Figure 2: Modules of Design Space Exploration Engine
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As a starting point, the Explorer module will deploy a Genetic Algorithm (GA) to explore and prune the
design space. GAs are a subset of a larger class of heuristic algorithms that describe a set of techniques
inspired by natural selection such as inheritance, mutation, and crossover. GAs require both a genetic
representation of the solution domain and one or more fitness functions to evaluate the solution domain
(e.g., in terms of performance, power consumption or memory footprint of solutions). This technique
generates a population of candidate solutions (using genetic operators like mutation and crossover) and
deploys the fitness function(s) to select those solutions that form the next (updated) population. Iterating
this proccess a number of times (called generations) will generate a set of Pareto optimal solutions.
For an efficient GA, it is imperative that an appropriate ‘genotype’ representation of the problem input is
defined. The success of the GA relies on an effective representation along with crossover and mutation
denotations. A genotype consists of 1-to-n chromosomes, each of which can vary in size and constraints. For
this work, a chromosome represents a layer of the neural network, and a stacked column of chromosomes
(representing layers) completes the genotype (representing the neural network as whole).

Figure 3: An example of Genotype representation of a Neural Network.

Figure 3 shows an example of a genotype represention of a small neural network. Each chromosome has
different constraints, defined like maximum number of neurons etc. Different NeuronTypes have different
parameters associated behind the implementation. For example, a CONV neuron type represents a
convolutional layer and has KernalSize, KernelStride etc. parameters defined inside the implementation.
This genotype also needs additional validation such as output of each layer matches input of the next layer
and so on.
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Figure 4: Workflow to prune design space using a Genetic Algorithm in the Explorer module

Figure 4 shows the workflow of the proposed GA methodology in the Explorer module. The Explorer module
is initiated with a set of DNNs in ‘.onnx’ format which then creates a genotype for use in the GA. This set of
DNNs together make up the initial ‘Population’.
Each genotype in the population is evaluated and given a fitness score. Evaluation of parameters is provided
by satellite tools and performed iteratively. With each iteration, we get solutions that are better than the
ones in the previous generation and these have a higher probability of creating offspring for the next
generation. These new offsprings are created through gene alterering operations, like crossover and
mutations, and these replace the low scoring, poorly performing solutions.
Each iteration may include one of following two steps:
(1) Training-free design space pruning. As power/performance evaluation does not require the model
training, it is performed in a separate step and prunes the search space to DNN models that are
feasible on provided target architecture.
(2) Training-based design space pruning. Includes model training and a search over the design space
that has been pruned by means of step (1).
Thus, with each subsequent iteration, a better population evolves or, in other words, a generation of higher
performance than the previous one is attained. The iterations continue until the stopping criteria are met
which can be pre-defined satisfactory performance scores or a specified maximum number of iterations.
The last generation achieved in this way gives us a set of topologies that satisfy the evaluation constraints
and are best among the explored topologies. A Pareto graph is built using these resulting topologies along
with their fitness scores in the respective evaluation modules. These evaluation modules are described
below in more detail.
3.1.2 Training Engine
The Training engine is the principal utility specifically dedicated for training in the ALOHA toolflow. It is
accessed by the DSE engine to request the accuracy evaluation of a candidate algorithm configuration. It
11
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supports different training methods, and may start training from scratch or applying transfer learning to
reuse pre-trained networks in a different use-case. This software module encapsulates specifications and
computational methods for fitting a neural network model to solve a specified task in the best possible way.
Conceptionally, the training engine relies on the following specifications
•
•
•
•
•
•

information baseline (domain description; training data, pretrained models)
task (classification, regression, semantic segmentation etc.);
training scenario (training from scratch, fine-tuning, transfer learning);
model architecture (type of model; specification which parameters are free and which are fixed);
learning scheme (dataset augmentation, loss function, regularization, dropout, adversarial training;
probabilistic metric for domain adaptation etc.);
optimization technique for hyper parameter tuning.

The output of the training engine comprises:
•
•

numerical values for the free parameters (weights and bias; hyper parameters);
meta information from analysis of the training and final model.

Figure 5: Training engine overview

Figure 5 shows an overview of the Training engine workflow in conjunction with the toolflow components.
Core part of the Training engine is shown in orange area and serves for model training and evaluation.
Moreover, it performs a local Hyper Parameter optimization to identify some training related configuration
parameters that are not included in the model. Such optimization can be restricted (with directives
propagated from the Security Evaluation component) avoiding exploration of some hyperparameters due
to the security reasons (Ex.: optimizer function). Optimization of the hyper parameters and training are
performed simultaneously on the model provided by the DSE Engine. At the end of this procedure
evaluation scores and trained model are send back to the DSE Engine.
The dependency from the user input such as training data and initial configuration set is shown in blue.
12
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These parts of the Training engine can be shared with the other components of the toolflow.
3.1.3 Algorithm configuration refinement for parsimonious inference
This component of the ALOHA toolflow, when requested by the DSE engine, tries to reduce the computing
effort associated with the execution of a candidate design point. To this aim it can apply transformations
from two classes to the DNN under refinement:
•
•

QUANTIZE: reduction of data precision (using different fixed-point representation formats in
activations and weights).
PRUNE: remove low-impact connections between network layers.

This component has training capabilities since the proposed refinement requires re-tuning of network
weights to keep accuracy. Except the case of INQ (see below), only one transformation from the QUANTIZE
and PRUNE classes can apply in a refinement round.
The QUANTIZE class of transformations is meant to lower the data representation from the one used for the
original floating-point training to one which allows for parsimonious inference on the target embedded
device. Transformations of this class include:
1. low-precision calibration: the data representation is lowered from “full precision” (FLOAT32) to
FIXED16 or FIXED8 via post-training calibration (direct quantization of weights and activations).
2. low-precision calibration + fine-tuning: the data representation is calibrated to FIXED16 or FIXED8
using the previous step, but an additional short fine-tuning step including training of the network
is performed to improve accuracy.
3. Q-bit integer quantization: the data representation is lowered to INT4 or INT2 by using the
methodology described in Umuroglu and Jahre1, replacing non-integer operations with threshold
comparisons. Lowering to INT4 or INT2 is supported with fine-tuning or direct training from
scratch.
4. Q-bit INQ quantization: data representation is lowered to INT5, INT4, INT3 or INT2 by using the
Incremental Network Quantization methodology2. This requires re-training of the network. It can
be coupled with INQ pruning in a single refinement round.
5. binarization: the data representation is lowered to BIN format (-1/+1) using the XNOR-Net3 or
BNN4 methodology. Binarization is supported with fine-tuning or direct training from scratch.
6. ABC-Net binarization: the data representation is lowered to BIN format (-1/+1) but the network

1

Y. Umuroglu, M. Jahre. Streamlined Deployment for Quantized Neural Networks.
https://arxiv.org/abs/1709.04060
2

A. Zhou, A. Yao, Y. Guo, L. Xu, Y. Chen. Incremental Network Quantization: Towards Lossless CNNs with LowPrecision Weights. https://arxiv.org/abs/1702.03044

3 M. Rastegari, V. Ordonez, J. Redmon, A. Farhadi. XNOR-Net: ImageNet Classification Using Binary Convolutional
Neural Networks. http://arxiv.org/abs/1603.05279
4

M. Courbariaux, I. Hubara, D. Soudry, R. El-Yaniv, Y. Bengio. Binarized Neural Networks: Training Neural Networks
with Weights and Activations Constrained to +1 or −1. http://arxiv.org/abs/1602.02830
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topology is modified according to the ABC-Net methodology5.
The PRUNE transformations include:
1. iterative pruning: the iterative pruning/retraining methodology of Han et al.6 is used to prune less
relevant network weights.
2. INQ pruning: the INQ pruning is used to prune less relevant network weights. It uses fine-tuning of
a pre-trained network. It can be used only together with INQ quantization, as an additional option.
This component provides in output a modified algorithm description, after performing an optimization process that
can be seen as “local search” within the overall exploration process.
3.1.4 Security evaluation
The security evaluation component evaluates design points proposed by the DSE engine in terms of security
under adversarial input perturbations. This procedure associates to the evaluated design point a measure
of its robustness to adversarial input perturbations, expressed as a categorical value. This value is referred
to as security level, and can be low, medium or high.
The security evaluation procedure works as follows. First, as shown in Figure 1, it receives a trained
network model (corresponding to the current design point) and the dataset as inputs. For each data point,
it then generates an adversarial perturbation that, when applied to the data point, maximizes its probability
of being misclassified by the targeted trained network model. The adversarial perturbation is quantified by
a distance measure computed between the source data point and its perturbed version, bounded by a
maximum distance value epsilon. These attacks have been known as evasion attacks or adversarial examples
and can be generated with state-of-the-art gradient-based algorithms.7
The proposed security evaluation procedure amounts to measuring the attack success rate as a function of
the maximum admissible input perturbation epsilon, i.e., how the classification accuracy drops as the
maximum admissible input perturbation epsilon increases.8 Three levels corresponding to low, medium and
high security will be defined to measure how quickly the accuracy drops as epsilon increases. According to
the evaluation results, the security evaluation tool may also associate to a candidate algorithm configuration
a prospective action (among a set of pre-defined measures) that may be used to improve its security level.
3.1.5 Performance/power evaluation
The performance/power evaluation component evaluates the performance and the power consumption
associated with the execution of the inference of a candidate design point on the target architecture.
The general structure of the performance/power evaluation component is shown in Figure 6. The

5 Lin,

C. Zhao, W. Pan. Towards Accurate Binary Convolutional Neural Networks. https://arxiv.org/abs/1711.11294

6

S. Han, J. Pool, J. Tran, W. Dally. Learning both Weights and Connections for Efficient Neural Network.
http://papers.nips.cc/paper/5784-learning-both-weights-and-connections-for-efficient-neural-network
7 B. Biggio et. al Evasion attacks against machine learning at test time. In ECML PKDD, Part III, vol. 8190 of LNCS, pp.
387–402. Springer Berlin Heidelberg, 2013.
8 B. Biggio, G. Fumera, and F. Roli. Security evaluation of pattern classifiers under attack. IEEE Trans- actions on
Knowledge and Data Engineering, 26(4):984–996, April 2014.
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component takes as an input one or several DNN models and the target architecture description. The DNN
models come from the DSE engine and are communicated via the /execute/performance/evaluation API –
see Figure 1. The output of the component provides, for every DNN model, a set of evaluated
performance/power parameters. The evaluation of a DNN model is performed in three main steps:
1. Model Extraction: In this step, an internal DNN model representation is extracted from a
specification of the input DNN provided in ‘.onnx‘ exchange format. This step will be implemented
in a tool called “.onnx model reader”. In contrast to the immutable input model, internal DNN
models allow transformations. Transformations refine and optimize the input model such it could
be processed by following steps.
2. Internal Model Conversion: In this step, the internal DNN model, extracted in Step 1, is converted to
a functionally equivalent data-flow model called Synchronous DataFlow (SDF). This step will be
implemented in a tool called “CNN-to-SDF model converter” that generates the SDF model (in ‘.json’
format) as a graph of concurrent tasks communicating data via FIFOs. The output SDF is a wellknown model of computation, widely used for model-based design in the embedded systems
community. More specifically, it is very suitable for timing, power/energy, and resource usage
analysis, optimization, and evaluation. In addition, there exist several open-source tools automating
such analysis/evaluation/optimization.
3. Model Evaluation: In this step, the generated SDF model in Step 2 is evaluated in terms of
performance, power/energy consumption, and resource usage. During the evaluation, the target
architecture is taken into account. This step will be implemented by extending the open-source tool
DARTS. This tool is able to construct a real-time schedule for the tasks in an SDF graph. Based on
this schedule, DARTS is able to compute the execution time (throughput and latency) of the SDF
graph as well as the number of required processors and memory to execute the SDF graph. The
DARTS tool will be extended with techniques for estimating the power/energy consumption of the
SDF graph when executed on the target architecture.
Finally, after the aforementioned three steps, the performance/power evaluation component will use the
/execute/performance/evaluation API to return the following parameters for each evaluated DNN model:
●
●
●
●

Performance: the DNN inference execution time in seconds (s);
Energy: the DNN inference energy consumption in joules (J);
Processors: the number of processors required for DNN inference;
Memory: the memory required for DNN inference in bytes (B).

Figure 6: Performance/power evaluation component
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3.2 WP3 components
The aim of the utilities developed in WP3 is to automate a system-level design process, optimizing the
partitioning and the mapping of the algorithm configuration selected by WP2 on the target processing
platform. Similarly to WP2, the design process is driven by a DSE engine, indicated as “System-level DSE
engine” in Figure 1.
3.2.1 System-level DSE engine
The DSE engine controls the exploration of the design space exposed by different partitioning and mappings
of the different inference software components/tasks and creates a Pareto graph populated with design
points corresponding to candidate system-level configurations, featuring:
•
•
•

a partitioning of DNN actors in sub-actors;
a mapping of the DNN actors (or partitioned sub-actors) on the processing elements available in
the target architecture;
a mapping of task-to-task communication items and intermediate variables on communication and
storage structures available in the target architectures.

Granularity and nature of the actors is extracted from the architecture description format. This ensures, on
one hand, architectural awareness for the optimization-related decisions taken in WP3. On the other hand,
this permits mapping decisions to be translated to actual code in WP4.
To populate the mentioned Pareto graph, the DSE engine requests evaluation of the design points to the
satellite tools on the right. The tool uses design-space pruning techniques to reduce the number of
evaluations to be performed. Exploration can require several iterations. At the end, the tool selects the
optimal design point to be propagated to lower level of the design flow.
In the DSE process, there will be a bi-directional interaction between the SESAME and AOW frameworks
(see sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4): results from SESAME-based exploration will provide a proper starting point
for AOW-based exploration (thereby speeding it up) and will gradually calibrate the AOW models, whereas
AOW-based exploration will quickly provide the sweet spots in the vast design space that can be explored
by SESAME in a more accurate fashion.
To find more efficient mappings of DNN actors to the underlying platform architecture and to optimize the
usage of the available resources in the target architecture, the system-level DSE engine may also deploy
transformations on the DNN algorithm graph by, for example, merging or splitting actors (i.e., increasing or
decreasing the concurrency in the DNN algorithm). Alternatively, the DSE engine may also invoke the posttraining algorithm refinement for parsimonious inference (see section 3.2.2) to achieve a workload
reduction by considering specific features of the target architecture.
3.2.2 Post-training algorithm refinement for parsimonious inference
This component is responsible for performing, when invoked by the system-level DSE engine on a candidate
DNN, a post-training refinement of the DNN architecture and inference algorithm, in order to achieve a
reduction of the required computation burden during inference. The tool is based on Irida Labs’ PI
Technology9, a technique that can serve a dual purpose. At one mode, this technique can serve as a self-

9

I. Theodorakopoulos, V. Pothos, D. Kastaniotis, and N. Fragoulis, “Parsimonious Inference on Convolutional Neural
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pruning mechanism for the underlying DNN model, thus enabling the elimination of unnecessary
components and redundancies in the DNN structure, through an additional specialized training process.
If the properties of the target hardware architecture are favorable, the same technique can act as a method
for converting a static computing graph, to a dynamic graph which can exhibit significant reduction in the
average computational load during inference. In such a graph, several components (i.e. convolutional
kernels, groups of kernels etc.) are conditionally executed according to learned rules, and based on the
respective data being processed. Such a conversion is sensitive to several parameters of the hardware
architecture (memory bandwidth, caching mechanism etc.) that have to be analyzed by the appropriate
tools in the DSE engine which in turn can trigger this mode of operation by using an appropriate flag
provided in the API.
To perform either of these operations, an internal model analysis process is initially used to identify the
demanding nodes and algorithmic components that can deliver the largest computational gains.
Upon identifying the components of interest, a set of specialized hyper-parameters are being defined based
on the architecture of the processed DNN model, and some utility modifications are temporarily applied
without user interaction. After the completion of the initial analysis, a specialized training process is
undertaken in order to appropriately modify and refine the model in such a way that accuracy remains
within the specified margins. The data used for this additional training session can be the same data utilized
during the initial model training.
During this phase the tool utilizes an automated supervision mechanism, assigned with the task to
emphasize the training process towards either static pruning or dynamic execution. That way, this tool can
be used both as a sophisticated kernel/component pruning mechanism and as a static to dynamic graph
conversion tool, adding flexibility to the overall toolset.
If the process can converge to a solution that delivers a more parsimonious inference, retaining at the same
time the accuracy of the initial model within the specified margins, the tool will return the modified model.
If the process cannot converge to an acceptable solution, the tool will notify the DSE engine that the
refinement process failed so it has to proceed with the initial trained model.
3.2.3 Sesame-based DSE
The Sesame modeling and simulation environment is accessed in the ALOHA toolflow to facilitate, via
simulation, the performance analysis of the target embedded system architecture under the workload of
the target DNN. To this end, the tool exploits the Y-chart design principle. This means that Sesame decouples
application from architecture by recognizing two distinct models for them. An application model describes
the functional behavior of an application in an architecture-independent manner, whereas, a platform
architecture model defines architecture resources and captures their performance and power consumption
properties. Finally, an explicit mapping step maps an application model onto an architecture model for cosimulation, after which the system performance can be evaluated in a quantitative fashion. This allows for
evaluation of the system performance of a particular application, mapping, and underlying architecture.
Essential in this methodology is that an application model is independent from architectural specifics and

Networks: Learning and applying on-line kernel activation rules,” CoRR, vol. abs/1701.05221, 2017.
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assumptions on hardware/software partitioning. As a result, a single application model can be used to
exercise different hardware/software partitionings and can be mapped onto a range of architecture models,
possibly representing different architecture designs or modeling the same architecture design at various
levels of abstraction. In Figure 7, the layered infrastructure of Sesame is illustrated using an example in
which a Motion-JPEG encoder application model is mapped onto a bus-based multi-core architecture model.
For application modeling, Sesame uses the Kahn process network (KPN) model of computation (which
belongs to the class of dataflow models) in which parallel processes communicate with each other via
unbounded FIFO channels. The code of each Kahn process is instrumented with annotations describing the
computational actions of an application, which allows us to capture the computational behavior of an
application. The reading from and writing to FIFO channels represent the communication behavior of a
process within the application model. When the Kahn model is executed, each process records its
computational and communication actions, and generates a trace of application events. These application
events are an abstract representation of application activity and drive the underlying architecture model.
Application events are generally coarse grained, such as read(channel_id, pixel_block) or execute(DCT).
In ALOHA, the DNN application models need to be converted into dataflow/KPN models such that they can
be used by Sesame to explore the design space of mapping DNNs onto an underlying embedded multi-core
platform architecture. Such a conversion is already foreseen and facilitated in the scope of the work
performed on the algorithmic DNN DSE (see sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.5), namely a conversion from DNN to
SDF dataflow. Subsequently, such an SDF model can be emulated in a rather trivial fasion by a KPN model.
A Sesame architecture model simulates the performance consequences of the computation and
communication events generated by an application model. It solely accounts for architectural
(performance) constraints and does not need to model functional behavior. This is possible because the
functional behavior is already captured by the application model, which drives the architectural simulation.
The timing consequences of application events are simulated by parameterizing each architecture model
component with a table of operation latencies. The table entries could include, for example, the latency of
an execute(DCT) event, or the latency of a memory access in the case of a memory component. With respect
to communication, issues such as synchronization and contention on the shared resources are also captured
in the architectural modeling.
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Figure 7: Sesame’s layered infrastructure. This illustration shows the modeling of a Motion-JPEG application
mapped on a bus-based multi-core architecture.

To bind application processes to resources in the architecture model, Sesame provides an intermediate
mapping layer. This layer controls the mapping of Kahn processes (i.e. their event traces) onto architecture
model components by dispatching application events to the correct architecture model component. The
mapping also includes the mapping of Kahn channels onto communication resources in the architecture
model.
The output of system simulations in Sesame provides the designer with performance and power
consumption estimates of the system(s) under study together with statistical information such as utilization
of architecture model components (idle/busy times), the degree of contention in a system, profiling
information (time spent in different executions), critical path analysis, and average bandwidth between
architecture components.
Sesame deploys a Genetic Algorithm (GA) to perform actual mapping DSE. GA-based DSE has been widely
studied in the domain of system-level embedded design and has been demonstrated to yield good results.
GAs operate by searching through the solution space (spanned by the design variables/decisions being
explored) where each possible solution is encoded as a string-like representation, often referred to as the
chromosome. As already explained in Section 3.1.1, a population of these chromosomes is then iteratively
modified by performing a fixed sequence of actions that are inspired by their counterparts from biology:
fitness evaluation and selection, crossover, and mutation. A fundamental design choice of a GA is the genetic
representation of the solution space, because each of the crossover and mutation steps depends on it. When
mapping a DNN algorithm with n actors onto an underlying (heterogeneous) multi-core platform
architecture, we use, as a convenient mapping description, a vector of size n with processor identifiers pi,
where pi indicates the mapping target of actor i:
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[ p0 ,...,pi ,...,pn−1 ].
This commonly used description is very suitable to serve as the chromosome representation for a GA. A
valid mapping specification is a feasible partitioning of all n actors. With feasible, we mean that actors are
mapped onto processing elements that can execute those actors and that communicating actors are mapped
onto processing elements that can actually communicate with each other.
In Figure 8 (a), the different steps of a GA are shown. This figure also illustrates the mapping representation
of a chromosome for a simple DNN algorithm with six actors and a 4-processor bus-based multi-core
platform. Starting from a (randomly initialized) population of chromosomes, representing the different
mapping design instances, the fitness of the mapping solutions in the population is first evaluated using
Sesame. Subsequently, based on the fitness evaluation, a selection of chromosomes is made that will be used
to create offspring. This offspring is created by combining genetic material from two parents using a
crossover operation, as illustrated in the top part of Figure 8 (b). There exist various forms of this crossover
operator, of which the uniform, onepoint, and two-point crossovers are the most popular. Next, new genetic
material is introduced in the offspring by means of a mutation operator as illustrated at the bottom of Figure
8 (b). Such a mutation randomly changes one or more genes within chromosomes. Finally, the newly created
offspring is used to update the population by either replacing it or by deploying so-called elitism. Such
elitism involves the combination of the new offspring with a small number of the best solutions from the
original population to avoid losing strong solutions.

Figure 8: GA-based mapping DSE: (a) general overview of the GA steps;
and (b) crossover and mutation operators.

3.2.4 Architecture Optimization Workbench (AOW)
Similarly to Sesame, AOW maps an application model to the hardware architecture for different application
scenarios. Simultaneously, AOW schedules computation and communication resources in order to optimize
all system objectives and satisfy all constraints. The main difference between AOW and Sesame lays in the
level of details – AOW explores the whole desing space using coarse-grain models for computation and
communication (usually, serializing processing cores and communication busses), while Sesame can
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perform more precise simulation of both computation and communication over a more limited search space
for better mapping. In ALOHA, the synergy between AOW and Sesame is explored, where AOW finds “sweet”
design spots and Sesame fine-tunes and verifies them. We will also allow a feedback path enabling
simulation results to be used to refine coarse-grain models in AOW, if such models are found to be unprecise.
AOW requires as input:
•
•
•

model of application, usually partially ordered application actors and data channels in a variant of
dataflow format for different application scenarios;
computation, data storage and communication architecture with corresponding performance
parameters and constraints;
application objectives and constraints.

AOW generates correct-by-construction Pareto-optimal solutions including:
•
•
•

mapping of application actors to computation architecture;
schedule of all processing and communication resources;
all performance metrics.

3.3 WP4 components
In WP4, ALOHA will develop the utilities needed to semi-automatically implement the partitioning and
mapping configuration, selected by the exploration performed in WP2 and WP3, on the target embedded
processing platform.
3.3.1 Middleware generation and code customization
The main objective of WP4 is going to be implemented using a single middleware generation and code
customization support. It includes a set of utilities and guidelines that:
a) abstract the characteristics of the target platform (in this WP a descrition format is developed and
assessed);
b) automate the translation of the partitioning and mapping description into a platform-specific code that
exploits the programming primitives exposed by the target processing platform, that must be used to
execute a processing or communication task on the hardware architecture;
c) customize and instrument the code to reduce as much as possible the power consumption of the target
hardware, using, when available, power reduction techniques such as power gating, clock gating,
frequency scaling and others.
To interface the utilities developed in WP4 with the rest of the toolflow, we have outlined a first version of
the architecture description format. Such piece of information is intended to be produced by a prospective
user, when targeting a specific architecture for the first time, or by the platform producer, to foster the
adoption of its platform by the community.
The format aims to provide a general description of the hardware platforms in terms of population of
computing elements, connectivity, and available operating modes (data types, working frequency and
gating conditions).
Moreover, the architecture description format describes, for the target reference platform, a set of
operators/actors representing the elementary computation and communication tasks that can be triggered
on the computing resources exposed by the processing platform. These actors will correspond to those
managed by the utilities in WP3, ensuring that the mapping information received as input by WP4 are prone
to be implemented on the target platform.
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4 Interfaces and description format main assumptions
4.1 DNN algorithm description format
As previously mentioned, the tools in ALOHA will share a common reference format to exchange DNN
descriptions and parameters. To this aim, the project partners have selected to use ONNX ( https://onnx.ai).
ONNX is a dataflow-based description, easy to parse and read, this makes it a good choice for all the tools
that deal with task-level description of DNN specs. It is an "independent" standard, specifically intended to
enable exchange of DNNs between different frameworks. An example of readable representation may be
found on:
https://github.com/onnx/onnx/blob/master/onnx/examples/Protobufs.ipynb
We have also identified some drawbacks of this format, that we may need to overcome using dedicated
adapters developed in ALOHA. For example, poor native support is provided for loading ONNX specs into
PyTorch or TensorFlow (only unofficial converters are available), so this may require some effort to develop
the needed adapters for tools that may need to exchange not only network structure, but also parameter
(weight) values.
In ALOHA, we will monitor activities around the ONNX ecosystem to take profit of any newly developed
support/utility that may be beneficial for the project.

4.2 Architecture description format
We report here a short description of the ALOHA’s selected architecture description format, a hierarchical
abstraction that most likely will be expressed in a JSON file within the toolflow. In this section, we use an
equivalent version based on Google Protocol Buffer, that handles hierarchy levels independently, to
improve readability.
It is conceived as a single hierarchical structure that may be used to describe the architecture for the
different layers of the ALOHA toolflow. Different tools may look into different fields, acquiring differently
detailed information about the target architecture.
The highest level of detail is described by the architecture_desc message:
message architecture_desc {
string name = 1;
string version = 2;
// WP2 level view
int32 peak_performance = 3;
int32 peak_power = 4;
int32 global_memory_size = 5;
int32 kernel_memory_size = 6;
int32 to_mem_bandwidth = 7;
// WP3 level view
repeated core cores = 8;
repeated connection connections = 9;
}

It mostly provides the view needed by WP2.
More details are provided by the repeated fields core and connections. These two sets of structures
represent respectively the processing elements (processors and accelerators) and the interconnect
structures that are available in the target architectures.
This list of objects can be used as reference in WP3, which evaluates different solutions of mapping
computation graphs in the DNN to cores and communication tasks on connections, and evaluate by
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simulation (Sesame) or by mathematical modeling (AOW) the related performance/scheduling/power.
The connection structure is simple:
message connection {
string name = 1;
int32 id = 2;
int32 bandwidth = 3;
int32 sourceID = 4;
int32 destID =5;
}

It can be used to abstract different interconnect structures (HW FIFOs, BUS-based interconnects and
memory-to-memory transfers involving DMAs), indicating available bandwidth and source/destination
cores.
The core is slightly more complex:
message core {
string name = 1;
int32 id = 2;
int32 local_memory_size = 3;
repeated supported_operator operators = 4;
//
WP4 level view
int32 max_frequency = 5;
int32 max_power = 6;
bool gating_available = 7;
}

Each processing element in the architecture must be characterized to communicate its capabilities to the
ALOHA toolflow. Memory-related characteristics will be specified indicating the local memory size.
Computing-related capabilities will be specified characterizing a list of operators. Each operator represents
a DNN related computing kernel (Conv, Pool, ReLu, FCL). For each operator, a dedicated structure must be
populated:
message supported_operator {
string name = 1;
message operator_mode{
int32 activation_width = 1;
int32 data_width = 2;
int32 performance = 3;
}
repeated operator_mode operators = 2;
}

It may be composed of different operating modes, which enable the toolflow to capture the possible data
types usable when executing a different operator on the described core, associating a performance level to
any available combination of types.

4.3 Other interfaces
As may be noticed in Figure 1, there is a set of inputs expected by the toolflow. Besides the target
architecture description and an optional initial ONNX describing a starting point for the training (see
previous sections), the tool will have to receive:
a) A set of constraints expressing required quality of results: e.g. min inference rate (samples/sec,
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frames/sec etc...), max power consumption (energy/sample), required security level (level 0, ...,
level N).
b) Use-case specific dataset: the tool will support a finite set of dataset structures, as allowed by the
data parser inside the training engine. Prospective users willing to use different formats will have
to implement adapting data parsers.
c) Configuration metadata, expressing mainly configuration parameters to be used by the training
engine: e.g dataset type, task type, training scenario (see Section 3.1.2).
To reduce effort needed to specify this input information, during the project input methods based on GUIs
and forms will be evaluated.
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5 Selected integration methodology
Within the specification process, the Consortium has evaluated several integration mechanisms to identify
the most suitable one to address the needs of the ALOHA toolflow, taking into account scalability,
modularity, maintainability and integration effort. This section reviews the resulting system architecture
and methodologies proposed to facilitate the communication between all the ALOHA modules into the final
system.

5.1 Microservices architecture
The design of the system architecture is composed by a set of loosely coupled, collaborating modules. Each
module is encapsulated as a separated service.
Between all the benefits offered by this architecture, from the point of view of the project development, this
architecture will facilitate the implementation of all the components in an agile manner, as a first version of
the system will be created with an initial version of each of the modules, and the system itself will evolve as
each of the individual components evolve.
Services will communicate using HTTP/REST interfaces.
5.1.1 HTTP/REST
Nowadays, REST is known to be the most logical, efficient and widespread standard in the creation of APIs
for Internet services.
By using REST in ALOHA, the system will expose a coherent interface, with uniform naming conventions
with a stateless protocol. This means that each HTTP call to the interface will contain all the necessary
information to execute the desired instruction, which means that neither the client side, nor the server side
need to persist any previous state to run the execution flow.
In the Appendix, a definition of the REST interface of each of the components of the ALOHA system is
attached. In this definition, the following HTTP methods are used to define API endpoints, depending on the
type functionality:
•
•
•
•

POST, to create new entries in the storage system
GET, to read and consult items from database system
PUT, to edit database entries
DELETE, to remove persisted objects.

As complementary feature, all the modules will also include Swagger (https://swagger.io/) support, so all
the endpoints will be documented and usage examples will be automatically created. This will save time by
reducing misunderstandings in APIs definitions and usages.
5.1.2 Containers
To avoid or mitigate some of the drawbacks of maintaining and developing such a complex distributed
system, it has been decided to use Docker as tool for packing, distributing and manage the application
development.
By using Docker, each module will be implemented in a separated image (or container), which facilitates
the individual development of each component and all the components will be ensembled by using dockercompose into the final system.
By using docker, it will be also possible to scale and replicate each of the different components to avoid
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bottle-necks while the system is executed in production. Docker increases the efficiency of the continuous
implementation (CI) cycle, as it will enable the ALOHA partners to build a container image of each of the
modules and use that same image across every step of the deployment process.
5.1.3 Testing
One of the known drawbacks of this type of architectures is the higher level of difficulty when implementing
the tests to ensure that all the modules are individually working as expected while assuring that the
communication between them is kept working.
Unit tests will be developed to check that all the modules’ capabilities are working as they were designed.
On the other hand, the communication interfaces and mechanisms will be tested by implementing
integration tests. In this way, both the internal behavior of each of the modules as well as their exposed
interfaces will be automatically checked during each test execution.
5.1.4 Sequence diagrams
Actual sequence of accesses to the different tools and utilities will be finely tuned within the project.
However, we have envisioned a first draft of process scheduling, that we will use to test first integration
results and identify prospective improvements. Figure 9 refers to WP2, while Figure 10 refers to WP3. Being
WP4 composed by single utility (or a set of architecture-specific utilities), no sequence diagram and APIs
are currently needed. They will be added to this document in future versions if required by the project
activity.

Figure 9: Sequence diagram for WP2 (provisional version)
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Figure 10: Sequence diagram for WP3 (provisional version)
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6 Interface description
A list of REST-APIs implementing the communication within the flow has been collected. A generic template
able to textually specify API features has been shared among the partners to collect this information. Later
during the integration process, API description and documentation supports such as swagger.io will be
evaluated and used.
Table 1: API description template

Title

The name of your API call
• Note: try to use verbs that match both request type (fetching vs modifying) and
plurality (one vs multiple.)
• Note: Also add additional info here such as a description, if need be.

URL

<The URL Structure (path only, no root url)>

Method

The request type
(e.g. GET, POST, DELETE, PUT)

URL
Params

If URL params exist, specify them in accordance with name mentioned in URL section.
Separate into optional and required. Document data constraints.

Data
Params

If making a post request, what should the body payload look like? This is a good time to
document your various data constraints too.

Success
Response

What should the status code be on success and is there any returned data? This is useful
when people need to to know what their callbacks should expect!

Error
Response

Most endpoints will have many ways they can fail. From unauthorized access, to wrongful
parameters etc. All of those should be liste d here. It might seem repetitive, but it helps
prevent assumptions from being made where they should be.

Notes

This is where all uncertainties, commentary, discussion etc. can go. I recommend
timestamping and identifying oneself when leaving comments here.

In the Appendix, all the collected REST-APIs have been documented.
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7 ALOHA Requirements list
To drive the tool development phase, use-case providers and tools developers have interacted to identify
the main requirements for the overall ALOHA toolflow. Here follows the list of requirements eventually
identified by the Consortium. It will be kept updated during the project, to account for any newly appearing
needs and changes.
Table 2: Explanation of Requirements repository

Format

Attribute name Explanation

ReqID

The ID of the requirement.

Unique ID. Has to be manually inserted

Title

The title should be short and give a simple
idea about what the requirement is about.

Free text

Description

A brief but understandable description of the
requirement. It should be unambiguous and
testable

Free text

Type

It identifies whether this is a functional
requirement, or non-functional requirement
(efficiency, maintainability, reliability and
usability).

At least one item from: [Functionality, Usability,
Efficiency, Maintainability, Reliability]

Source

It identifies the origin of the requirement
identification.

Free text, typical value: scenario X

Priority

It indicates how important the requirement is
so that the ALOHA project can achieve its
objectives.

Value between 1-3 indicating priority.
•
•

•

Priority 1: Must have, the focus of our
work in ALOHA
Priority 2: Should have, it is interesting
and we will try to address it in ALOHA
framework, but it can could be
discarded if it takes too long or gets too
difficult
Priority 3: Nice to have, it could be left
for after the project if it is too complex
to be addressed.

Table 3: ALOHA project requirements list

ReqID

Title

Description

Type

Source

Priority

SYS_R01

Multitenancy.

ALOHA Toolflow must provide an
adequate level of isolation between
different users using the toolflow,
including their data.

Functionality

System

1

SYS_R02

Security
The ALOHA Toolflow should provide
Reliability
mechanisms for
security mechanisms to include controls
data confidentiality for data confidentiality and data integrity.
and data integrity.

System

1

SYS_R03

Multiple data
formats allowed

System

1

ALOHA Tooflow should accept input data Reliability
formatted in different format types.
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SYS_R04

Accept a file
describing
constrains of a
given scenario.

The ALOHA Toolflow should accept
Functionality
accuracy, security and power/energy
consumption descriptions in an input file
as input data.

System

1

SYS_R05

Provide a formal
language to define
scenario
constraints.

ALOHA must provide a formal language
to describe any accuracy, security and
power/energy consumption constrains
required for describing the target task.

Functionality

System

1

SYS_R06

Accept as input a
configuration file
containing metadata describing the
target task.

ALOHA must provide a mechanism to
input information related to the
configuration

Functionality

System

1

SYS_R07

Provide a formal
language to define
meta information of
a given scenario.

ALOHA must provide a formal language
to structure all the meta information
required to execute a certain scenario in
the ALOHA Toolflow.

Functionality

System

1

SYS_R08

Accept as input an
architecture
description.

The ALOHA Toolflow should accept a
hardware architectural description
through a form.

Functionality

System

1

SYS_R09

Accept as input an
architecture
description file.

The ALOHA Toolflow should accept a
hardware architectural description from
a file.

Functionality

System

1

SYS_R10

Generate an
architecture
description file.

The ALOHA Toolflow should generate a
file with a hardware architectural
description.

Functionality

System

1

SYS_R11

Select an
architecture
description.

The ALOHA Toolflow should allow the
user to select hardware architectural
description to be used during the
optimization process.

Functionality

System

1

SYS_R12

Allow Toolflow
users to select
datasets to be used
in the platform.

Users should be able to select a finite set
of datasets to be used in different
scenarios.

Functionality

System

1

SYS_R13

Datasets should
already be
available.

The datasets to be used should already be Functionality
accessible from the system where the
ALOHA Toolflow is running.

System

1

SYS_R14

Provide a unique
format to describe
input datasets.

A unique format should be adopted /
designed in ALOHA project so that data
coming from different domains can be
automatically incorporated in further
calculations. This format should be able
to describe a variety of input formats,
from images to sound data.

Functionality

System

1

SYS_R15

An initial DL model
should be accepted
to be used as
baseline for
transfer learning.

For allowing transfer learning, a file
Functionality
describing the initial DL model should be
accepted. The model will be use as
baseline for the optimization process

System

1

SYS_R16

Provide a unique
format to
import/export DL
models, both as DL

A format for describing DL models should Functionality
be adopted / designed in the ALOHA
framework so models can be imported
and exported. This format should be

System

1
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architecture
easily read from by different DL libraries
descriptions and
(Tensorflow, Pytorch…).
trained models
(with their weights)
allowing those
models to be
directly
incorporated
outside the ALOHA
framework.
SYS_R17

Discover and select
the most optimal
DL model for a
given scenario.

The ALOHA Toolflow should provide a
Functionality
tool that leverages information from the
constrains and configuration files the set
of required characteristics of the scenario
to optimize, discover and select the DL
model that best match the functional and
security requirements defined in the
input information.

System

1

SYS_R18

Reuse some of the
steps of a previous
scenario.

The ALOHA Toolflow should allow the
user to re-use some of the intermediate
results of a previous scenario.

Functionality

System

1

SYS_R19

Provide a utility to
monitor execution
status of tasks at
any point in time.

The ALOHA Toolflow must provide the
user with a UI that allows for quickly
understanding what the execution status
of each task is.

Functionality

System

1

SYS_R20

User login based on Users should be able to log in in the
Functionality
user/password
platform by using a username and a
form.
password to manage tasks and supervise
the execution of the tasks.

System

2

SYS_R21

GDPR compliance

Personal data collected in the tool should Functionality
be GDPR compliant.

System

2

SYS_R22

Usable UI assisting
the user in each
step of the process.

A wizard-line UI procedure must be
implemented to assist the user in the
scenario execution.

Usability

System

2

SYS_R23

Scalability.

The ALOHA framework should be able to
handle increasing loads of work by
enabling horizontal scaling.

Efficiency

System

1

SYS_R24

Deployment tool.

The ALOHA Toolflow should provide a
tool to support the configuration of the
deployment script in a distributed
system.

Usability /
Functionality

System

1

SYS_R25

Clustered
deployment
allowed.

The ALOHA Toolflow should offer the
Usability /
possibility to be deployed in a distributed Functionality
system leveraging resources from a
variety of virtual/physical machines.

System

1

SYS_R26

Single node
The ALOHA Toolflow should offer the
deployment allows. possibility to be executed in a single
node.

Usability /
Functionality

System

2

SYS_R27

Unit testing.

All the ALOHA components should at
least incorporate the minimal set of unittests to ensure the correct functionality.

Maintainability System

3

SYS_R28

Integration testing.

The ALOHA Tooflow should incorporate
integration tests to ensure that all the

Maintainability System

2
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different components of ALOHA have
compatible interfaces and behaviours.
SYS_R29

Logging of events.

The ALOHA Toolflow and all the
Functionality / System
components should provide proper
Maintainability
logging functionalities to be used for both
bug-solving and system monitoring.

3

SYS_R30

Project
management

The ALOHA toolflow should allow the
user to export, import, delete, and copy
projects (or scenarios or whatever name
we decide to use).

SYS_R31

Coherent interfaces All the components of ALOHA Toolflow
for user interaction. offering a user interface must follow a
coherent design.

SYS_R32

Redeployment
capability.

SYS_R33

API to connect
other services of
use case
applications.

Usability

System

3

Usability

System

3

The ALOHA Toolflow should provide a
Functionality
tool to support the reconfiguration of the
deployment script of distributed
application components.

System

3

The ALOHA Toolflow should provide an
API to directly connect other services to
completely/partially make use of the
Toolflow capabilities.

System

3

Functionality
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8 ALOHA KPIs
ALOHA partners have identified a list of technical Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to be used for the
assessment of the toolflow.
The KPIs are aligned with KPI1 and KPI2 already defined in Section 1 of the Description of Action, mainly
focused on effort reduction and power savings. The extended KPI list declines KPI1 and KPI2 to account for
the benefits expected by the specific tools and to the different use-cases. KPIs will be evaluated comparing
with design flows previously available for the use-cases before the adoption of ALOHA.
The KPIs list is presented below. The list will evolve and gain more precision and substance during the
lifespan of the project.
Table 4: ALOHA KPIs list

KP1_1 - Time spent in
algorithm design

Effort required in manual flow:
months/weeks

Effort required with ALOHA:
days

Surveillance
UC

Smart Industry UC

Medical
UC

Fixed designed by hand
topology. Small, few
layers, trained with in
house procedure.
Estimated time for a
new design: months

Not available - limited
experience in DL
development –
Estimated time for a
new speech-processing
software project:
months

Composition of multiple
ML and image
processing modules.
Estimated time for a
new design: months

More complex, custom
tuned topology.
Estimated time for a
new design: days

Custom tuned topology.
Estimated time for a
new design: days

More compact
composition. Estimated
time for a new design:
days

Comments: this takes into account both manual efforts as experienced in previously available design flows on
network configurations and training procedures comparable with most common literature cases. Network
configurations and training procedures can have significant impact on the execution time of ALOHA building
blocks requiring training tasks, on commonly available training facilities.
KP1_2 - Time spent in parallel
application porting and
optimal mapping onto
MPSoCs

Surveillance
UC

Smart Industry UC

Medical
UC

Effort required in manual flow:
months/weeks

Not available:
application running on
servers/workstations

Not available for DL.
Estimated time needed
for optimal mapping of
an embedded application
on target plaform: weeks

Not available:
application running on
servers/workstations

Effort required with ALOHA:
hours

Application optimally
mapped on target
platform in hours

Application optimally
mapped on target
platform in hours

Application optimally
mapped on target
platform in hours

Comments: this takes into account both manual efforts as experienced in previously available design flows on
network configurations comparable with most common literature cases (10-50 layers) and common MPSoC sizes
(around 5-10 processors). Network configurations and design space size (number of possible mappings) can have
significant impact on the execution time of the system-level desing process.
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KP1_3 - Time spent in
implementation of DL code on
customized computing
platforms
Effort required in manual flow:
days/month (accounting for the
use of existing commercial
support tools)

Effort required with ALOHA:
hour/days (accounting for the
use of existing commercial
support tools)

Surveillance
UC

Smart Industry UC

Medical
UC

Not available:
application running on
servers/workstations

Not available for DL.
Expected time needed for
implementation on
heterogeneous
platforms: weeks

Not available:
application running on
servers/workstations

Automated middleware
code generation in
hours (requires a
preliminary adaptation
of generic primitives to
platform-specific
primitives)

Automated middleware
code generation in hours
(requires a preliminary
adaptation of generic
primitives to platformspecific primitives)

Automated middleware
code generation in
hours (requires a
preliminary adaptation
of generic primitives to
platform-specific
primitives)

Comments: effort required in current toolflow depends on the complexity of the target platform programming
model. With ALOHA, the first toolflow execution requires adaptation of the generated middleware to the target
programming model. Other executions will require less effort, exploiting already available adaptation.
KP2_1 - Energy efficiency gain

Surveillance
UC

Smart Industry UC

Medical
UC

Without adoption of ALOHA:
full power consumption and
memory footprint of a "regular"
DNN

Hand-crafted CNN
topology, workload
reduction achieved by
network size reduction.

Not available. No current
procedure for DL
development. Options
limited to publicly
available code.

Hand-crafted CNN
topology. High
complexity for high
accuracy.

With ALOHA: automated
pruning and quantization. We
can expect reduction of
workload of around 30%-50%
and the consequent powerconsumption reduction

Custom automatically
generated CNN
topology, mappable on
embedded hardware.

Custom automatically
generated CNN topology,
mappable on embedded
hardware.

Custom automatically
generated CNN
topology, mappable on
embedded hardware.

Comments: the expected level of reduction reported here derives from general assumptions made on experiments
performed starting from well-known "regular" algorithms, after pruning and quantization.
Han et al.10 report an average energy gain of 4x via compression/pruning of DNN layers on an embedded GPU.
Moons et al.11 report ~10x improvement in energy with little accuracy loss when using HW optimized for
quantizaiton, which however accounts only for computational power.
30-50% keeps into account these and similar results, the fact that parts of the DNN might not be quantized/pruned,
the cost of overheads which do not scale with precision (such as control) or scale less than computation (e.g. data
movement scales down ~linearly with precision, whereas data computation scales down ~quadratically with
precision).

10

S. Han et al., “EIE: Efficient Inference Engine on Compressed Deep Neural Network,” in Proceedings of the 43rd
International Symposium on Computer Architecture, Piscataway, NJ, USA, 2016, pp. 243–254.
11
B. Moons, K. Goetschalckx, N. Van Berckelaer, and M. Verhelst, “Minimum Energy Quantized Neural Networks,”
arXiv:1711.00215 [cs], Nov. 2017.
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Appendix
ALOHA Toolflow general overview
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APIs description
Table 5: API to request an algorithm configuration refinement for PI

Title

Request of Refinement for Parsimonious Inference
Posts a request to refine an algorithm configuration for Parsimonious Inference, along with
the necessary parameters.

URL

/execute/algorithm/refinement

Method

The request type
POST

URL
Params
Data
Params

None.
A list of refinings to be performed. Note that these are not executed “on-top of one another”:
it is simply a way to support cases in which the model-based engine asks for multiple
alternative refinings to be explored.
The list of PI techniques supported is an example and could potentially change.
{
Refinings: [
{
method: [bnn|inq|abcnet|fixed|quant_thresh|prune],
dataset: [uri],
network: [uri],
method_params: [method-dependent map]
},
…
]
}
Example:
{
Refinings: [
{
method: abcnet,
dataset: /data/imagenet/imagenet.proto,
network: /data/resnet18/resnet18.onnx,
method_params: {
m: 5,
n: 3,
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}
},
{
method: fixed,
dataset: /data/imagenet/imagenet.proto,
network: /data/resnet18/resnet18.onnx,
method_params: {
w_qi: 2,
w_qf: 5,
x_qi: 3,
x_qf: 4
}
},
…
]
}
Success
Response

Returns IDs of the refining jobs and whether they started correctly. IDs are progressive and
atomically assigned to a job request even if it immediately fails.
Code: 200
Content:
{
Refinings: [
{
jobId: [int],
status: [started|not_started]
},
…
]
}
Example:
{
Refinings: [
{
jobId: 123,
status: started
},
{
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jobId: 124,
status: not_started
},
…
]
}
Error
Response

Code: 204 No content
Content: { “message” : "Refinement procedure could not start." }

Notes
Endpoint to be implemented in all the components we want to monitor from the toolflow.

Table 6: API to get refinement for PI

Title

Get Refinement for Parsimonious Inference
Retrieves the result of refinement of an algorithm configuration for Parsimonious Inference

URL

/evaluate/algorithm/refinement/status?id=ID

Method

The request type
GET

URL
Params

id: identificative number of the refining job whose status and results are being retrieved.

Data
Params

None.

Success
Response

The get method returns the location of the PI’d network, its current accuracy (formatted in a
target-dependent dictionary) and the status.
Code: 200
Content:
{
Refinings: [
{
network: [uri],
accuracy: [application_defined_dictionary]
status: [running|finished]
},
…
]
}
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Example:
{
Refinings: [
{
network: /data/resnet18/resnet18_pi123.onnx,
accuracy: {
top1: 0.57,
top5: 0.76
},
status: finished
},
…
]
}
Error
Response

Code: 204 No content
Content: { “message” : "No such refining job executed in the module." }

Notes
Endpoint to be implemented in all the components we want to monitor from the toolflow.

Table 7: API to data and model security evaluation

Title

Data and model security evaluation

URL

/execute/security/evaluation

Method

The request type
GET

URL
Params

None.

Data
Params

If making a post request, what should the body payload look like? This is a good time to
document your various data constraints too.
{
evaluation_case : {
data : id[string],
model: id[string]
}
}
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Example:
{
evaluation_case : {
data : "5acdef66c8c930397de448f7",
model: "5acdf3f2c8c9303cce405d22"
}
}
Success
Response

What should the status code be on success and is there any returned data? This is useful
when people need to to know what their callbacks should expect!
Code: 200
Content:
{
sec-level: String[‘high’, ‘medium, ‘low],
sec-val: Double[0, 1.0],
sec-curve:{x-values=[…], y-values=[...]}, // X, Y doubles in [0,1] or an entire
security evaluation curve,
data-evaluation: {…}//Object to be defined
}

Error
Response

Code: 422 Unprocessable Entry
Content: { error : "Model/Dataset with given id was not found" }

Notes
Data analysis response yet to be designed.

Table 8: API to model-based evaluation

Title
Model-based evaluation

URL

/execute/performance/evaluation

Method

The request type
GET

URL
Params
Data
Params

None.
{ DNN_models_number: [int], //number of DNN models for evaluation
DNN_models_folder_link: [string] //folder with DNN models for evaluation
}
Example:
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{
DNN_models_number: 20,
DNN_models_folder_link:
“/home/ALOHA_shared_storage/current_DNNs_population_folder”
}
Success
Response

Code: 200
Content:
{
evaluation_cases: [ //list of evaluations for DNN models
{
DNN_model_id : [int] //Unique identifier of DNN model
perf_eval : [int] // Inference execution time (s),
energy_eval : [int] // Inference energy consumption (J)
processors_num_eval : [int] // Number of processors required for inference
memory_footprint_eval: [int] // total buffer size required for model inference (bytes)
}
…
]
}
Content Example:
{ evaluation_cases: [
{
DNN_model_id: 1,
perf_eval: 12,
energy_eval: 1,
processors_num_eval: 3,
memory_footprint: 12
}
…
]
}

Error
Response

Code: 404 Not found
Content: { error : "DNN model not found" }
Code: 406 Not Acceptable
Content: { error: "DNN description could not be processed while evaluation cycle is
running" }
Code: 422 Unprocessable Entry
Content: { error : "Invalid DNNs description" }

Notes
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Table 9: API to request post-training refinement for PI

Title

Request for Post-Training refinement for Parsimonious Inference
Initiate a New Job for Post-Training PI

URL

/execute/algorithm/post_training/refinement

Method

The request type
POST

URL Params

none

Data Params

The required inputs are a path to a trained model, path to the dataset, a margin of
acceptable accuracy loss (formatted in an application-dependent dictionary) and a flag
indicating the target architecture’s support for dynamic kernel execution.
{
pt_PI_job: {
model: [uri],
dataset: [uri],
error_margin: [application_dependent_dictionary],
support_dynamic_exec: [true|false]
}
}
Example:
{
pt_PI_job: {
model: /home/ALOHA_shared_storage/trained_model.onnx,
dataset: /home/ALOHA_shared_storage/data/ imagenet.proto ,
error_margin: { mAP: 0.01},
support_dynamic_exec: false
}
}

Success
Response

Code: 200
Content:
{
job_Id: [int] // A new PI job is successfully created. The “New_job_Id” can be used
// to check the job’s progress and retrieve results
}
Example:
{
job_Id: 15
}

Error
Response

Code: 422 Unprocessable Entry
Content: { error : "One or more paths are invalid" }

Notes
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Table 10: API to get post-training refinement for PI

Title

Get the post-training refinement for Parsimonious Inference
Retrieves the result of post-training refinement process for Parsimonious Inference

URL

/evaluate/algorithm/post_training/refinement/status/id=ID

Method

The request type
GET

URL
Params

id: A valid job ID of the post training PI tool.

Data
Params

None.

Success
Response

The get method returns the location of the post-training refined model, its final (formatted in
an application-dependent dictionary), the ratio of reduction in the required MAC operations,
and the status of the job.
Code: 200
Content:
{
PI_model:
{
model: [uri],
accuracy: [application_dependent_dictionary]
MAC_reduct_ratio: [float]
status: [not_started|running|finished|target_infeasible]
}
}
Example:
{
PI_model:
{
model: /home/ALOHA_shared_storage/PI_trained_model.onnx,
accuracy: {
mAP: 0.63
},
MAC_reduct_ratio: 0.31,
status: finished
}
}

Error
Response

Code: 204 No content
Content: { “message” : "Invalid job ID" }

Notes
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Table 11: API to request SESAME evaluation

Title

Request Sesame Evaluation
Post a request to start sesame evaluation with necessary parameters.

URL

/execute/sesame/evaluation

Method

The request type
POST

URL Params

None.

Data Params

{
DNN_kpn_model_link: [string], //link to folder containing DNN model in kpn format
architecture_model_link: [string] //link to folder containing target architecture
mapping_link: [string] //link to YML file that specifies mapping between DNN &
hardware
}
Example:
{
DNN_kpn_model_link: “/home/ALOHA_shared_storage/current_DNNs_kpn_folder”,
architecture_model_link: “/home/ALOHA_shared_storage/current_archp_folder”,
mapping_link: “/home/ALOHA_shared_storage/mapping.yml”
}

Success
Response

Returns ID of the evaluation job on Sesame. IDs are progressive and atomically assigned to a
sesame request even if it immediately fails.
Code: 200
Content:
{
runId: [int]
}

Example:
{
runId: 12
}

Error
Response

Code: 204 No content
Content: { “message” : "Sesame evaluation could not start." }

Notes
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Table 12: API to get SESAME evaluation

Title

Sesame Evaluation

URL

/evaluate/sesame/evaluation/status?id=ID

Method

The request type
GET

URL Params

run_id
An id to identify each evaluation/sesame-run uniquely

Data Params

None.

Success
Response

Code: 200
Content:
{
evaluation_result: [string] // a text file containing evaluation result
status: [finished|not_started|in_progress|failed]
}
Content Example:
{
evaluation_result: “/home/ALOHA_shared_storage/sesame_results/run_id_123.txt”
status: finished
}

Error
Response

Code: 404 Not found
Content: { error : " Architecture/KPN/mapping not found" }
Code: 406 Not Acceptable
Content: { error: " A new model can not be processed while evaluation cycle is running" }
Code: 422 Unprocessable Entry
Content: { error : "Invalid Architecture/KPN/mapping/ description" }

Notes

Sesame by default returns a text file as output, hence the output of this evaluation is a
text file. As a draft, we can define this text file to contain following information (in json
format):
{
power_usage: 500, //Watts per inference
max_num_processors_used: 3, //number of processors
throughput: 45, // inference per second
memory_footprint: 12 //MB
}
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Table 13: API to request AOW evaluation

Title

Request AOW Evaluation
Post a request to start AOW evaluation with necessary parameters.

URL

/execute/aow/evaluation

Method

The request type
POST

URL
Params
Data
Params

None.
{
DNN_kpn_model_link: [string], //link to JSON file containing DNN model in kpn format
architecture_model_link: [string] //link to JSON file containing target architecture
mapping_link: [string] //link to JSON file that specifies mapping between DNN & hardware
previous_run_id: [int] // id of previous run (optional)
}
Example:
{
DNN_kpn_model_link:
“/home/ALOHA_shared_storage/current_DNNs_kpn_folder/kpn.json”,
architecture_model_link: “/home/ALOHA_shared_storage/current_archp_folder/arch.json”,
mapping_link: “/home/ALOHA_shared_storage/mapping.json”,
previous_run_id: 11
}

Success
Response

Returns ID of the evaluation job on AOW. IDs are progressive and atomically assigned to a aow
request even if it immediately fails.
Code: 200
Content:
{
runId: [int]
}
Example:
{
runId: 12
}

Error
Response

Code: 204 No content
Content: { “message” : "AOW evaluation could not start." }

Notes
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Table 14: API to get AOW evaluation

Title

AOW Evaluation

URL

/evaluate/aow/evaluation/status?id=ID

Method

The request type
GET

URL
Params

run_id
An id to identify each evaluation/aow-run uniquely

Data
Params

None.

Success
Response

Code: 200
Content:
{
evaluation_result: [string] // a JSON file containing evaluation result
scheduling_result: [string] // a JSON file containing evaluation result
status: [finished|not_started|in_progress|failed]
}
Content Example:
{
evaluation_result: “/home/ALOHA_shared_storage/aow_results/run_id_123.json”
status: finished
}

Error
Response

Code: 404 Not found
Content: { error : " Architecture/KPN/mapping not found" }
Code: 406 Not Acceptable
Content: { error: " A new model can not be processed while evaluation cycle is running" }
Code: 422 Unprocessable Entry
Content: { error : "Invalid Architecture/KPN/mapping/ description" }

Notes

AOW by default returns two JSON files as output. As a draft, we can define the evaluation file
to contain following information:
{
power_usage: 500, //Watts per inference
throughput: 45, // inferences per second
latency: 150, // msec
memory_footprint: 12 //MB
}
As a draft, we can define the scheduling file to contain following information:
{
"scheduleEntries": [{
"actorName": "Filter",
"singleRateInstanceNumber": 0,
"start": 0,
"end": 1868,
"core": 0,
"processingElementName": "ARM_CortexA15",
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"graphIteration": 0
}],
"bufferEntities": [{"producer": "Filter", "consumer": "Display","initValue": 11250.0}]
}

Table 15: API to retrive job status

Title

Jobs status
Jobs status getter
• Retrieves status information from all the executed jobs {the time window can be
used to filter execution processes (jobs) by startDate} in a certain module. Will be
used by the toolflow to monitor execution.

URL

/evaluate/jobs/status

Method

The request type
GET
•
•

URL
Params

Startime. Optional param
Endtime. Optional param

They are timestamps expressed in milliseconds. Used to filter jobs by their startTime.
If fields not informed, the time filtering is not applied. (It should be possible to just
define/inform one of the two params in a given query).

Data
Params

{
Jobs: [
{
jobId: [int],
status: [running|succeeded|failed|unknown],
startTime: [timestamp],
statusMessage: [string],
executionPercentage: [float], //Between zero and one
}
],
…
}

Example:
{
Jobs: [
{
jobId: 1234567,
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status: succeeded,
startTime: 1541412360000 //11/05/18 10:06
statusMessage: “Job finished”,
executionPercentage: 100.0
}
],
…
}

Success
Response

What should the status code be on success and is there any returned data? This is useful when
people need to to know what their callbacks should expect!
Code: 200
Content:
{
Jobs: [
{
jobId: 1234567,
status: failed,
startTime: 1541412360000 //11/05/18 10:06
statusMessage: “Job failed on parsimonious inference stage”,
executionPercentage: 25.0
}
],
…
}

Error
Response

Code: 204 No content
Content: { “message” : "No jobs executed in this module" }

Notes

Endpoint to be implemented in all the components we want to monitor from the toolflow.
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